Revision

Checklist for Final Copy Writing My Memories Accelerated English 9

Basics
_____Have I written a title that will engage the reader?

_____Have I reviewed the rubric so that I know what is expected in my pieces?

_____Have I completed two pieces and my full page reflection?

_____Do I care about what I’ve written?

Editing

_____Is my verb tense and subject/verb agreement consistent and correct?

_____Have I edited for all spelling and punctuation errors?

_____Is my word choice appropriate and specific using vocabulary appropriate for Accelerated Freshman English?

_____Am I certain that any ruptures from standard grammar (run ons, fragments, use of the word “you” etc.) are used for an intentional purpose and that I can articulate that purpose?

_____Have I set my margins to MLA format? IF I’m unsure what that is, have I checked the following website? https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/

Revision

_____Have I revised for the Rule of “So What?” making certain that my reader can identify my purpose?

_____Have I revised for sentence fluency, making certain that I have sentences of varying lengths?

_____Have I revised using the Rule of Specificity to create detailed description?
Have I used ARMS to organize my revisions?

Have I read my pieces aloud finding errors that may not be obvious when I read my piece silently?

Is this a paper which represents my best writing?